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Chapter 1 : Shattered Empire Interview with Greg Rucka | calendrierdelascience.com
Star Wars: Shattered Empire is a four-issue comic book miniseries published by Marvel Comics. Set shortly after Star
Wars: Episode VI Return of the Jedi, Shattered Empire explores the galactic implications of Emperor Palpatine's death
in the Battle of Endor.

Comic Books Star Wars: Synopsis Shara Bey at the Endor celebration. The Emperor and Darth Vader are
dead, the second Death Star is destroyed; but the war is not over as the remnant of the Empire enact Operation:
Meanwhile, Han, Kes, and their team take over an ISB black site and learn more details of Cinder, including
the fact that Naboo is currently under attack. As Leia, Shara, and the Queen engage the Empire above the
planet, Han and Nien Nunb arrive with part of the fleet to render assistance. Cinder continues to burn three
months after Endor, but Kes and Shara are being mustered out of the Rebel Alliance within a week. Luke
wants Shara to accompany him to Vetine where he intends to retrieve something the Emperor stole a long time
ago. She disguises herself as ISB officer Alecia Beck and enters the base on the pretense of a surprise
inspection. When their ruse their clever attempt to trick is discovered they fight their way out and manage to
escape with the trees unscathed. Review Palpatine finds a way to be even creepier after death. Shattered
Empire is a bit frustrating; not the story or art themselves, I think they are quite good. No, Shattered Empire
becomes frustrating when you start thinking about what it should have been rather than what it was. It was 4
issues long, whereas most SW mini-series are 5 to 6 issues long. Well, it was marketed as part of the Journey
to The Force Awakens so maybe they wanted to get the single issues and the collected edition out before
December of Okay, but what you get in this book lends virtually nothing to The Force Awakens aside from
trivia about Poe Dameron. We pick up right as the second Death Star is destroyed and Luke escapes in the
shuttle and end three months later. Shara and Kes are well developed characters Shara more so than Kes and
main cast heroes are handled quite well. The problem is that is tries to cover too much and comes off as a little
disjointed. The first three quarters is various operations against the Empire leading up to the Battle over
Naboo, and then the last quarter is the story with Luke and Shara retrieving the Force Tree. It feels like an
epilogue; and then you get to thinking how much better this would be if it were 6 issues, or better yet, a novel
Rucka is a novelist as well. You did your part Shattered Empire, now get some rest. Take an Ambien, fire off a
couple of tweets, and hit theâ€”no, wait!! Notes Shara is recruited by Luke for a special mission. Although not
seen, Poe Dameron is mentioned and, according to other sources, is about 2 years old at the time of this story.
Shara and Kes have been with the Rebellion since before the Battle of Hoth. The Mellcrawler was the name of
his ship when we saw him in his pre-Rebellion days in the Princess Leia mini-series. Does this mean Poe will
be reunited with his boyhood tree? Will we see his father still living there? Shattered Empire was collected in
a trade paperback as well as a hardcover edition. The hardcover edition also collects the one shot C-3PO:
Comic Pack Wish List: Shara and Kes of course. Judged by what it is, rather than what it could have or should
have been, this is an excellent story.
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For the first time in the new Star Wars canon, journey with us into the time after the end of Star Wars Episode VI Return
of the Jedi! Writer Greg Rucka (PUNISHER, WOLVERINE, Gotham Central) and artist Marco Checchetto (AVENGERS
WORLD, PUNISHER) take us past the destruction of the second Death Star - and into the chaos of a Shattered Empire.

It was actually a beginning. The Force Awakens publishing program, and picks up immediately after the
Battle of Endor. The Empire was huge. You get out there and you shoot every last one of these upstart
insurgents, these terrorists, and you make clear to them that the rule of law still stands. We see there, a hint
that the Empire has no intention of going quietly into that dark night. And if we look at Endor as the end of the
beginning of the Rebellion, which, I think, is probably the smarter way to look at it, then that is a natural
progression. We never saw a macro view of the galaxy under Imperial control. Is Luke at that power level?
The Story Group is incredible. They are really smart, passionate people, and have clearly put thought into it.
Just not in starring roles. Issue 1 sort of stands alone. As it stands, we meet Shara in [issue] 1 during the Battle
of Endor, and we come out of the Battle of Endor, and then we cover about three to six months total in the
series following the Battle of Endor. In that time, Shara and her husband find themselves in some situations
only incidentally in the path of the principals, and in other situations, working quite closely with them. All
came to understand major truths and go through major changes. She was your friend. I want to know.
Someday, somebody will write that scene. That scene is not in Shattered Empire. There is an insinuation that
that scene has occurred. I tried very hard to respect the canon and the logical extrapolations of it. They had a
cargo service that they ran and they had a newborn. Shara and Kes have something to fight for. When Star
Wars is at its best, it carries that. And I have worked throughout my career at both places with artists and
writers who grew up with these comics. They know them inside and out and they love them. They were their
holy books growing up. Star Wars was always my religion. Star Wars was the mythology that I was most
invested in. I take it remarkably seriously. I want to add to it in as constructive and as useful a way as I can.
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Chapter 3 : Star Wars - Journey to Star Wars - The Force Awakens - Shattered Empire (TPB) () â€“ GetCo
Star Wars: Shattered Empire is a four-issue Star Wars comic book limited series, set immediately after the events of the
film Return of the Jedi.

A Fanfiction made by the author of The Conquerors. Palpatine and Vader have been killed. The Empire is in
tatters. And the New Republic is on the rise and the Jedi order is coming back. All seems to be going the same
as it usually was in the E. It would seem that after several years since the Empire received an beating at Endor
they decided to strike back. Out for revenge, the Empire desperately wants to reclaim what they own. That
being the Galaxy at large. The only problem is they only control a small portion of what was once the Empire.
Everything else is owned by the New Republic. At this point the Imperial Remnant acknowledges that it is not
strong enough to fight the Republic head on. Instead they rely on Admiral Thrawn and his charts and maps of
the Unknown regions. With this the Imperials set off with a plan to conquer new worlds in this region. With a
new Sith Lord at the helm, Darth Satanas. The Empire hopes to strike back or die trying. Currently the
Crossover includes: Can be read on FanFiction. Form the point of view of planets in the Unknown regions
who never achieved space flight or exploration seeing the Imperial Remnant invade their planet seems like
this. References to the past are constantly made. Specially to the Battle of Endor that started it all. Later we see
the Empire recruiting students from Yokai Academy into their Stormtrooper corps. Given its a high school
they fall into trope or at least Teenagers with Attitude. Given the Sith are around Force Chokes ensue. Satanas
executes one Republic officer this way. We are still unsure if the stormtroopers are still humans or clones or
mixed. Averted in the Second Chapter where Naruto and the other Shinobi out up a decent fight and repel the
Empire albeit high causalities. Dawn of an Era: I takes place in the Star Wars E. More over in takes place in
the New Republic era after the original Empire has been almost crushed and the New Republic is supreme.
This takes place not during any of the actual film, but during the Star Wars Expanded Universe, which is now
dubbed Legends. Satanas is in charge of the Navy yet is seen leading most of the battles the Empire has been
in that we have seen. The first chapter has the imperials burst into a surprise attack on the Republic outpost of
Polis masa. They were also not counting on Orcs or battle droids. Loads and Loads of Characters: Given the
size of the crossover The Conquerors have planned it seems it will be this way. Satanas remarks several times
that the empire is lacking troops and will take just about anybody they can put into a Stormtrooper outfit and
threw on the battle field. One of the reasons he wants to conquer the Unknown Regions. General Veers who is
well known from his role in Empire is still going at it. In chapter 4 on the Rosario Vampire planet. The Empire
takes out Alucard this way after immobilizing him. Permission to Speak Freely: Satanas gives this to an
officer criticizing him on Mustafar only for that to be a blatant lie and shot the officer through the head.
Similarly it seems the New Republic is preparing for a conflict as well since the Empire has been quiet ever
since Daala failed to destroy the Jedi Academy on Yavin. A rather interesting example where the Empire does
this. Despite the Empire having walkers, Stormtroopers, and Droids armed with blasters the Shinobi still
manage to repel them. Both Imperial and Republic remember the Battle of Endor greatly. The imperials are
still bitter about it. The Remnant and the New Republic have been in what is basically an undeclared armistice
for the moment. With the New Republic currently ignoring them for being not a big enough threat or problem
at the moment but still wary of them and the Empire is concerned about how much of a threat the Republic
currently views it seeing they could be crushed at any time. Stormtroopers still often call the New Republic
the rebels. The New Republic is more prone to nicknaming their enemies with the Stormtroopers referred to as
Stormies and bucketheads among others.
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Chapter 4 : Star Wars: Shattered Empire: What Happened Between Jedi and Force Awakens
Books + Comics // MARCH 13, Journey to Star Wars: The Force Awakens - Shattered Empire #1 from Marvel - Sneak
Peek! See the first image from Marvel's highly-anticipated event series!

As Bey moves to intercept the shuttle , she is called off by Commander Luke Skywalker , who reveals he is
piloting the commandeered Imperial vessel. While Skywalker makes a run for Endor, Bey covers him from
attacking starships. Clear of enemy fighters, Bey tells Skywalker, " May the Force be with you. As the Rebels
celebrate with the native Ewok population, Bey searches for Dameron. Bey locates Pathfinder General Han
Solo , who is talking with Calrissian, and she asks where the team is. Solo directs Bey to one of the village
huts, and Calrissian compliments her piloting skills. From the Ewok village , Bey and Dameron watch
fireworks , discussing the unlikely victory, and future. Bey and Dameron express their feelings for each other,
and they kiss. Bey volunteers to pilot the Pathfinder assault craft, and the Rebelsâ€”joined by some
Ewoksâ€”launch their attack. With the grounds clear, Pathfinders rush into the outpost while Bey waits in the
assault craft, holding back worry for her husband. Some time later, Solo and Dameron emerge from the
facility. Bey greets them, commenting that they had been inside for a while. Scattered Imperial forces continue
their struggle to retain power, exhausting the weary Rebellion. Aboard the Star Destroyer Torment , Imperial
Captain Lerr Duvat is met by "the messenger"â€”a red-robed sentinel droid bearing a posthumous message
from Palpatine. Cinder , a contingency plan to destroy the Rebellion. Receiving further instructions, Duvat
commands Lieutenant Gulin to set a new course, and the messenger leaves. Bey states that she had talked with
Poe the previous week, but her husband has been on Pathfinder operations with Solo. Bey finds Organa in
conversation with Mon Mothma. Bey introduces herself to Organa, and the two board a GX1 short hauler. On
board, Organa informs Bey that they will be flying without escort, and they jump to lightspeed , en route to a
pre-programmed destination. The Pathfinders regroup with Solo, and with the encryption-breaking protocol
droid C-3PO , they enter the base. Bey deduces that Naboo could be under attack by an Imperial remnant.
Organa requests ships and pilots, but Korro explains that the planet had been demilitarized years prior.
However, Soruna reveals that there may be some starfighters available. Soruna, Bey, and Korro enter the
hangar, discovering N-1 starfighters. Solo tells C-3PO to search for Imperial activity, specifically contingency
plans, fleet movements, and counter-insurgency operations. C-3PO quickly learns of Operation: Cinder, and
its targeting of multiple worlds. The protocol droid informs Solo of the widespread attack, telling the general
that Naboo is one of the targets. Above the planet, the three spot the Star Destroyer Torment, and Bey
volunteers to buy time for Organa and Soruna to destroy the satellite array. As the trio become overwhelmed,
the Alliance Fleetâ€”led by General Calrissianâ€”arrives from hyperspace , ending the Imperial threat.
Vergence , where they are happily reunited with Solo and Dameron. Imperial remnants hurry to fulfill
Operation: Cinder, devastating countless Outer Rim worlds with their attacks. As the Duros leaves, Bey
accepts his advice. The droid leads Bey to another hangar, where she finds Skywalker and an Imperial shuttle.
Skywalker informs Bey that he is on a mission to Vetine , where there is something he needs to retrieve. The
Jedi asks Bey if she is willing to be his co-pilot, and she agrees to help. Soon after, they enter hyperspace en
route to Vetine. Skywalker elaborates on the plan, saying that they will enter an Imperial base using clearance
codes obtained in the raid on Tayron, and that the goal is to take back something the Emperor had stolen.
Exiting hyperspace, the two land the shuttle at the base, where they are met by Commandant Hurron. When
Hurron asks who her companions are, Bey simply dismisses R2-D2 as a droid, and she claims that Skywalker
is her security officer. They walk past the room, entering the inner lab, which contains two trees. Curious,
Hurron asks Skywalker why the trees are special, and the Jedi states that they are the only remnants of the
Great Tree which had grown at the Jedi Temple. When Hurron states that the Jedi are extinct, Skywalker
reveals his identity, using telekinesis to throw the Imperials. When the Rebels reach the ramp of the shuttle,
Hurron orders his soldiers to throw thermal detonators. However, Skywalker uses the Force to send the bombs
back at the Imperials, killing them. On the return flight, Bey confides in Skywalker, and thinking of her son
and husband, she decides to retire. The Empire was huge.
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Star Wars Shattered Empire is a mod based around the 30 year gap between Return of the Jedi and The Force
Awakens,Bringing you the New Republic,Imperial Remnant,Restored Empire and First Order.

The Conquerors The Alliance thought the Empire was finished after the battle of Endor, weakned into
remnants. It has simply just been lying in wait, building up its forces on other worlds preparing to strike
against the Jedi and New Republic. Once more the Sith shall rule the galaxy. Takes place after the originals.
Star Wars X-over with mutiple seires. A long time ago in a galaxy far, far, away Luke Skywalker has restored
the Jedi Order to its former greatness. The death of Emperor Palpatine and Darth Vader has brought an era of
relative peace and paved the way for the formation of the New Republic, the successor of the Rebel Alliance.
However, not all is as it seems. A dark threat still looms in the far corners of the Galaxy. Like in the times of
the Old Republic, they have simply been lying in wait, biding their time, waiting for the opportune moment.
Soon the Jedi will discover that the threat of the great Sith Lords can never be extinguished The biggest
asteroid fragment of the former planet hosted a medical facility whose galactic histories claim to fame was the
place were Padme Amidala gave birth to Luke and Leia Skywalker, and once a Rebel outpost were the Death
Star plans were decrypted and sent to Princess Leia on Tantive IV. Those days, however have long been over
since the end of the Galactic Civil War. The medical facility was now also used as a research center for the
New Republic as well as a military base to station their troops to keep justice and order in the unruly and
dangerous outer rim regions. Most of the troops at this facility were stationed in the in the circular radar
facility room. Its position was strategic in that the main hangar could easily be accessed from it if under attack
of if they needed to get into their ships to fight off an invading fleet or jump to an outer rim planet that needed
help defending its self, and in a worse case scenario go to the com center in the middle of the room, and alert
the Republic fleet. That being said, the researchers and troops stationed there were thankful for the relative
moment of peace in the Galaxy with the end of the Galactic Civil War. Truthfully some of the troops stationed
there yawned, and were almost wishing for someone to be shooting at them to relive them of their boredom
and endless card games of Sabacc. Their wish was granted and their game disturbed when a blast resonated
outside the facility followed by a tremor that it caused shaking the entire complex and knocking down a few
unfortunate New Republic soldiers who were unfortunate not to have a table, chair, or wall to brace
themselves against. The New Republic soldiers quickly composed themselves, picked up and loaded their
weapons and took positions around the door that lead into the lobby and main hangar and the steep stairwell
that could be used as an alternative route for the enemy. Now, the New Republic soldiers secretly took some
joy in these surprise attacks from the remaining remnants of the weakened Empire. So it was with this mindset
that the soldiers leveled their blasters at the door and stairwell, prepared to show the invading Imperials that
they were no longer a threat or even a minor danger to the galaxy, and waited for the enemy to show their
face, and waited, and waited, and waited, until about the five minuet mark when the commanding officer went
over to the window that covered a majority of the wall. Peering out the glass window the officer scanned for
signs of an Imperial Star Destroyer or drop ship. Seeing nothing out there but the crater filled and rocky
landscape of the planetoid, he put his blaster back in his holster and was about to declare it a false alarm until
he heard a sizzling sound from behind him. Turning around he saw two adjacent doors that lead to the medical
facilities, being cut open from the sides up from some kind of welding tool. He then remembered that there
was a central hanger in the medical facilities they could use. No sooner did this happen, one of the infamous
and familiar white armored Imperial Stormtrooper came out of the door, blaster at the ready, but was
immediately shot down by a volley of blaster fire from the Republic soldiers. Another one came out right after
him, but was cut down like his fallen brother, as was the one after him. The New Republic soldiers felt a boost
in confidence easily killing the troopers with the narrow door and corridor having a bottle neck effect on them.
This confidence considerably went down a few notches when the adjacent door on the left exploded into metal
shards like the previous one, but this time spewing out B1 battle droids. The New Republic soldiers were no
slackers in history and recognized these droids as the same models used in the Clone Wars years ago and were
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considerably shocked seeing them reactivated since all the droid factories used during the Clone Wars were
thought to be destroyed. The droids took this opportune moment to open fire on the shocked and confused
Republic soldiers falling several in front, with assistance from a new wave of storm troopers coming through
the right doorway. Now the New Republic already thought it was strange and bad enough the Imperials were
using reactivated battle droids, but this next sight was just too much. Currently coming out of the doors, taking
the place of their fallen storm trooper and battle droid allies were, what appeared to be strange grey to brown
skinned deformed and filthy humanoid beings, wearing mismatched armor and helmets of dura-steel. These
ladies and gentlemen are Orcs. The Orcs that came out were holing in their hand, instead of the usual high tech
blaster, rusty medieval swords and axes. The Republic soldiers hastily reloaded their blasters and fired upon
them killing the remaining stormtroopers and battle droids, but it only seemed to anger Orcs who proved to
have a high resistance to pain then most species. The Orcs paused momentarily the first time they were hit
with the onslaught of fire, but shrugged it off and continued their relentless assault. The hail of fire continued
on the charging Orcs who kept right on with the charge albeit with the price of several of them being taken
out. The Republics soldiers had a look of pure dread plastered across their face when they realized that the
charge could not be stopped. The remaining Orcs swung their axes and swords at the soldiers in front who
were trying to block the attacks futilely with their blasters. Their weapons effectively cut through both the
blasters and the soldiers. The Republic soldiers in front of the Orcs quickly reloaded once again and were
about to unload it into the Orcs, until another wave of stormtroopers, battle droids, and more Orcs seemingly
came out of the doors in infinite numbers all firing upon the Republic troops. The remaining Republic soldiers
who were miraculously unharmed by the recent volley fled through the door leading into the main hanger, to
gather reinforcements from their extra garrison stationed there. A figure then emerged from the right door
making all the Stormtroopers, Orcs, and battle droids stand at attention. The figure was clad in black leather
Sith robes, compete with steel tipped boots for whatever reason, perhaps intimidation. This was Darth Satanas,
one of the few Sith children that Palpatine kidnapped because no women would go near him with a face like
his. He nodded silently, despite what the Orc said the room told a different story. The smell of burnt flesh
from the deceased filled the air; bodies littered the floor, most of them being Imperial casualties. However that
would all change in due time, and with the new Emperor, the Empire and the Sith will once more rule the
galaxy and avenge the death of Palpatine. The Com-link ear piece on Satanus started giving out static until the
voice of general Veers; commanding liaison for this mission came clear from it, speaking to both him, and all
the other troops who had portable coms put in their helmets or heads in the droids case. It was a glass dome in
the middle of the radar facility room with three doorways leading into it, leading to the circular com-link that
could send messages from this facility, across the galaxy. Satanas stood in the blind spot of one of the doors
and waited. As soon as he sensed the current troopers, Orcs, and droids dead, he leapt through the door and
ignited his light saber in mid-air. It ignited from both sides in a double bladed red saber which he brought
down in a spinning fashion. The two Republic soldiers beneath him were immediately cut in half from the
waist. Since seeing your fellow soldiers cut in half is not usually a good thing the Republic soldiers turned
their attention to Satanas and began to fire at him but were either shot down by the droids and troopers or cut
by the Orcs axes. The soldiers then realized that if they focused their fire on the apparent Sith warrior they
would be shot down by the Imperials, and if they focused on the Imperials, the Sith would stab them in the
back. The Imperials had accidentally, but effectively trapped the New Republic in their own com-station. The
Republic soldiers who were very organized, quickly made sure that half there men focused on keeping the
Imperial reinforcements out, and the other half to keep fire on the Sith warrior. The soldiers took positions in
front of Satanas, slightly to his left and right flank, and opened fire on him. He swung the dual blade in the
respective directions in a fluid motion, directing the blaster right back at the soldiers who ducked to avoid
having their heads scorched off. Satanas took this time to use a force dash to close in on the soldiers and
follow up with a few wide slashes taking care of them. He then turned around to find a Republic soldier
hastily trying to work the com-link He jumped over the circular com-link landing behind the soldier and
stabbed him in the back. One of the Imperial heavy troopers aimed his rocket launcher at the com-link and
prepared to fire, until all those nights reading tactical galactic war strategies paid off and Satanas got a better
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idea. If you disable the communications, the New Republic will wonder why they lost communications with
this base and become aware of our actions here. It was a commando droid, a droid programmed with thinking
skills close to that of sentience, deadly assassin skills, and the ability to imitate the voice of almost anything.
The commando droid waited a few seconds before responding, waiting for its voice modulators to activate.
One of the three is carrying the access codes to proceed further into the base. Take out the officers and find
those access codes. The Orcs and battle droids took the set of steep declining stairs, while the stormtroopers
followed Satanas through the door leading to the hanger, with two flanking his sides. The door slid open
revealing a short corridor with two Republic soldiers. He continued his march down the small corridor with
Stormtroopers still following behind him. The door lead out to a closed-in balcony with a window overlooking
the main hanger and stairs leading down to it, to the left and right. Looking out the window he saw the Orcs
and battle droids currently coming out of a door below him to his left and engaging the Republic soldiers. In
the middle of this room, just before where the ships were usually stored, was a raised platform with the three
Republic officers giving commands to the soldiers below. Captain take your men down there and assist our
troops and create a diversion, I will deal with the commanding officers. The Stormtroopers rushed to the aide
of the Orc and droid garrison and joined them in the shoot out trying to turn the tide. Once at the top he threw
his light saber at one officer, impaling and alerting the others of his presence. He used a force pull on one to
send the officer flying through the air towards him, before finishing him with a quick saber strike. The last one
drew his blaster, but before he could fire, Satanas drew his hand out in pinching gesture. The officer dropped
his blaster and grabbed his neck with both of his hands, as he was lifted a few feet in the air. Satanas was using
the infamously known Sith ability force-choke on him, a favorite of Darth Vader himself. Only about a
handful remained. Most of the Republic soldiers in the base were killed in the previous fight with their extra
garrison. Satanas and the imperial army back tracked through the Radar facility, making there way to where
they originally entered. The central hangar was littered with the bodies of Republic and imperial casualties as
well as scorch marks on the walls from their messy entrance. In the middle of the hanger was an imperial drop
ship. Satanas inserted the disk into the drop ships computer sending the information to the imperial Star
Destroyer hiding in the shadow of the planetoid. We can now clear the rebels out of this base before they can
escape and warn their allies. He reached a medical room, tan colored with only a bed, where Padme gave birth
to the Jedi twins. Behind it to the left and right are you witnessing a pattern here? Satanas took the one on the
right and went down a set of stairs. At the bottom he emerged in a damp cavern where various medical
supplies and weapons were stored. Ignoring this he continued on his way taking out soldiers on the way with
assistance from the troopers, droids, and Orcs. Arriving at the back at this cavern he found a short inclining
ramp made from rock, leading to the back hanger. He made his way up the ramp deflecting back blaster fire at
the soldiers until he could get in close and disable them. Arriving at the top, he entered the hanger and found a
trapezoidal Alliance Assault Cruiser, used to transport rebels during the Galactic Civil War.
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I was spurred on by playing the Battlefront II campaign and being reminded of some of the events that take
place in these comics. I thoroughly enjoyed the second read-through, getting to see all of the classic characters
from the original series back in action was great and the writing really made it feel like it was a continuation of
Return o I read the individual issues of Shattered Empire as they were released but have finally gotten around
to rereading it in one sitting in graphic novel form. I thoroughly enjoyed the second read-through, getting to
see all of the classic characters from the original series back in action was great and the writing really made it
feel like it was a continuation of Return of the Jedi. Not limited to the familiar faces, there are also a few new
characters that tie into the new movies and other fiction here. Having kept up with a lot of the books and
comics, it was cool going back and seeing many of the story threads planted here that have born fruit in other
works. But none of it is strictly necessary to enjoy this story or the others. In addition to Shattered Empire, the
graphic novel collection also includes the C-3PO one-shot that tells the story of how he received his red arm in
The Force Awakens. Throughout the five issues, the artwork is great. Shattered Empire goes for a more
screen-accurate look, which helps with the RotJ continuation feeling. C-3PO goes a little more abstract and
messy, which fits with the story and is an interesting choice for a plot that focuses on mechanical creations.
All told, I would definitely recommend this to any Star Wars fan looking to fill in the gaps between Return of
the Jedi and The Force Awakens, especially for people who enjoy the original trilogy the most. Star Wars Fans
Shelves: It also contains a bonus C-3PO comic. Return of the Jedi. The Rebels have won, but the empire does
not simply vanish. The book deals well with themes of guilt for a solider. How much is enough for one person
to do? Where it really shines is the C-3PO comic, where it touches on the nature of will and memory. When he
confronts a commander and group of Stormtroopers, he does not offer them a choice. Then when given the
choice again to end a fight, he strikes out again, with a pithy one-liner. A clear give-in to a default comic book
reader perhaps. A good collection, and the hardcover includes wonderful artwork, but the writing is far from a
masterpiece.
Chapter 7 : Star Wars: Shattered Empire #1 Review - IGN
This feature is not available right now. Please try again later.

Chapter 8 : Journey To Star Wars: The Force Awakens - Shattered Empire () #1 | Comics | calendrierdelas
Shattered Empire is a bit frustrating; not the story or art themselves, I think they are quite good. No, Shattered Empire
becomes frustrating when you start thinking about what it should have been rather than what it was.

Chapter 9 : Star Wars:Shattered Empire mod - Mod DB
Star Wars: Shattered Empire delivers a more steady and hard-edged story than any of Marvel's other Star Wars comics.
Rucka commands the tone with honest and charming dialogue as lovers Shara and.
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